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This  research  shows  the  possibility  of measuring  pressure  in  the  range  of  0–7  bar  and  the  comparison
against  2  commercial  sensors.  The  technique  used  is  based  on the multimodal  interference  in a  fiber  optic
singlemode–multimode–singlemode  (SMS)  to  1550  nm.  The  fiber  optic  is mounted  on a  plate  of  stainless
eywords:
OPS
iaphragm
ultimode interference

ending

steel  AISI  316,  where  the  bending  of  the  plate  will  generate  a  curvature  on the  part  of  the  multimodal
fiber  generating  a decoupling  of  modes  and  this  generates  a  low  intensity  to  the  output  of the  system.

© 2013 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.
lternative

. Introduction

Sensor development is a constantly evolving field, and within
he most important variables for industry includes temperature,
ibration and pressure.

Pressure sensors are typically based on electronic devices, but
here are places where electronics cannot be easily implemented
ecause of extreme conditions such as high temperature, high cor-
osive areas, or tight places with high EMI. Based on this type
f problem, is that we have been studying different techniques
f pressure measurement based on optical media, being in our
est interest Fiber Optic Pressure Sensors (FOPS) because the non-

ontact optical fiber any power, generates no heat, is immune
o electromagnetic interference, can transport your large distance
ith minimal loss and is very thin.
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The literature show that the majority of fiber optical pres-
sure sensors are fiber Bragg gratings based in [1–6], Fabry–Perot
Resonators [7–10] and bending techniques such as microbending
loss [11] and macrobending [12]. In this paper, the multimode
interference (MMI)  and the reimaging theory occurring in a
singlemode–multimode–singlemode (SMS) fiber structure is used
in pressure measurement applications. The operation of the sen-
sor is based on effective refractive index variations, which are
achieved when a section of MMF  without cladding is covered by
any appropriate gradually proportionally to the pressure equip-
ment increments. This asymmetric distribution of cladding will
result on an effective refractive index variation and the spectral
response consequent changes. Under this configurationly, intensity
changes are obtained by tracking in a special wavelength, which
are correlated to the pressure values. A linear response and high
repeatability are obtained. The aim is to produce a reliable, easy to
manufacture and low-cost pressure sensor. All these requirements
are brilliant with our proposed sensor, because of its configura-
tion quite simple, inexpensive intensity-based detection system

and easy signal processing.

The operation of the proposed sensor is based on the effect of
multimodal interference (MMI), which is used in the development
of planar waveguides and in the last decade have been study-
ing optical fiber singlemode–multimode–singlemode (SMS). The
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Fig. 1. SMS  fiber structure.
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Fig. 3. Settlement proposed for data acquisition.

sweep is performed to see its behavior pressures in the out-
put voltage of the fiber. From the above figures (Figs. 5 and 6)
can be observed as increases as the height of the arc of the
curve, the signal voltage in the shaft widens and then decreases.
The best answer that presents itself is at a height of 3 mm
Fig. 2. Profile for SMS  with p = 1/4.

undamental principle of this development is based on the phe-
omenon of self-image (self-imaging), which is defined as: “the
roperty of multimode waveguides in which an input field pro-
le is reproduced in single or multiple images at periodic intervals
long the propagation direction of the waveguide” [13].

. Principle of operation

The arrangement which we will build a singlemode fiber (SMF),
 multimode (MMF)  and singlemode (SMF), as seen in Fig. 1, to
hich we will call SMS  (singlemode–multimode–singlemode).

The main part of this structure is based on the
istance of the MMF  section, which bear the guided modes
ithin it which will be forming single or multiple images at

egular intervals along the propagation direction, due to the
nterference of the guided modes.

The self-image distance is given by the equation 1 is often
eferred to as re-image distance [14,15] and is used for determi-
ation of the length of the MMF  in SMS  structure.

self-image = p
16ncorea

�
;  p = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (1)

he distance Lself-image is a function of the wavelength � (the light
ource to be operated), the NOCORE refractive index and radius of
he core of the MMF  fiber, the parameter p denotes the number
f self-images, but also to a self image can be divided into peri-
dic intervals of 4 (p = 1/4, 1/2, 1/3 and 1). The difference between a
rofile with p = 1 and p = 1/4, is that the former have a higher ampli-
ude but a narrow width, whereas the second will be lower and its
mplitude will be wider profile, Fig. 2 shows a profile for p = 1/4.

In Fig. 2, it can be seen as the left side of the profile has a gentler
lope than the right side. In our case we will work with the right
ide.

The MMF  used in this case is a special fiber known as being
on-core or core lacking a large core fiber without coating. MMF
arameters used have a diameter of 125 microns and refractive

ndex of 1.44402.
. Experimental setup

The arrangement proposed for characterizing the output voltage
f fiber passing through the MMI  is presented in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4. Diagram sensor.

The arrangement comprises the following: (a) current driver or
power controller for the laser diode, (b) diode laser (1555 nm), (c)
the sensor body and a stainless steel plate is placed on the fiber
where SMS, (d) data acquisition board (receiving voltage data), (e)
crystal gauge 300 psi (2.07 MPa) and Keller sensor MPA  of 0–4, (f)
pressure regulator of the air supply line from 0 to 9.8 MPa  and (g)
PC.

4. Experimental results

Fig. 4 shows a scheme of the used sensor, the sensor body is
Nylamid to avoid leakage is placed an O-ring of 4′′ between the
mold and a 316 stainless steel plate of 1.7 mm thick, sealed by 8
screws (see Fig. 4).

On steel plate, place the uncoated fiber SMS  arcing, to know
what the best answer in voltage is variable height and distance
fiber SMS  where the arc starts, for the value of the distance is con-
sidered the start of the cavity housing the air toward the center of
the sensor. Characterized the signal response taking two distances:
5 mm (Fig. 5) and 10 mm (Fig. 6) from each end.

These tests established a height and distance based on that
Fig. 5. Response of the fiber at different heights at a distance of 5 mm at a pressure
range of 0–110 psi (0.76 MPa).
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Fig. 6. Response of the fiber at different heights at a distance of 10 mm,  in a pressure
range of 0–120 psi (0.83 MPa).

Fig. 7. Tests to determine the behavior of signal.
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Fig. 8. Response of the sensors against a reference standard.

nd 10 mm distance, where the voltage range of 2.93 V goes to
.35 V, which gives us a working window of 0.42 V, and that
he greater is this window we can get more resolution, since

he range of 5 mm to obtain a maximum working window of
.35 V.

Having determined the working distance and height, we  pro-
eeded to make a series of sweeps to determine the repeatability
f the phenomenon and thus obtain a relationship between the

[

[
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pressure measured at a reference sensor (Keller PR33) and the
intensity of the signal, leading result the behavior shown in Fig. 7.

From these tests we  obtained the following quadratic expres-
sion:

Pressure = 80.58463X2 − 583.98169X + 1057.70841 (2)

With a R2 = 0.99965.
In order to compare the variation of the signal between the

sensors, a test was performed between 3 sensors (SMS, Keller and
Crystal PR33) against a dead weight balance as the reference, which
resulted in the following graph (Fig. 8).

In this figure it can be seen that the three signals are similar
but have very small differences. The three signals have the same
behavior but in the range where you can see a slight difference is
between 4 and 6 bar, where the response of our equation presents a
percentage difference of 0.96% against the sensor and sensor Crystal
Keller.

5. Conclusions

Using this technique it was  shown that it is possible to mea-
sure the variation of pressure sensing power transmitted by the
fiber. For this arrangement was  established an equation with an
adjustment factor (R2) of 0.99965. Comparison test between differ-
ent measurement systems are very close, showing an error of 0.11%
between them. Taking the sensor Keller (commercial sensor), the
equation shows an error of 0.96% in the 4–6 bar.
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